LIST OF ILLUSTRATED LEAFLETS

These step-by-step sheets of instruction, clearly illustrated, make it possible for teacher and pupil to carry out projects developed in our craft school. The ideas are simple, practical, useful, wholesome. Leaflets, $.10 each.

Booklet of twelve lessons for beginners, $.50. This booklet includes information regarding fibers, spinning, plain and pattern weaving, stripes, plaids, designs in plain weave, setting of warps, threading plans and many hints to weavers.

TWO-HARNESS WEAVING: STRIPES AND PLAIDS

One of the simplest ways of adding interest to simple tabby weaving, is to put stripes in either warp or weft. By using stripes in both warp and weft, one produces a plaid material.

701 Curtain Stripes; Vertical Striping.
702 Mesh Curtains. Openwork Weaves.
703 Six Stripe Variations for Rag Rugs.
704 Making Purses of Silk & Cotton Rags.
705 Plaid Set of Beret, Scarf and Cuffs.
706 Couch Cover of Woven Strip of Rags.
707 Scotch Cap of Wool with Scarf.
708 Making a Traveling Thread Case.
709 Striped Warp for Rugs and Draperies.
710 Buffet Set in Plaids with Carpet Warp.
711 Sun Curtains for Spring in Texture.
712 Soft Perle Drapery with Stripes.
713 Cottage Curtains in a Check Pattern.
714 Rainbows of Sunlight for the Kitchen, in Colorful Curtains.
715 Large Bridge Cover Made on Small Loom.
716 Scotch Plaid Blankets. Two clays.

TWO-HARNESS DESIGN WEAVES: LACE-WEAVES; FINGER-WEAVES; TAPESTRY WEAVES.

This group of leaflets gives techniques for working designs into plain weave by finger-skills in handling color and texture.

750 Finger-Weaving; How It is Done; How Monograms are Made. ($.15)
751 Picture of a Log-Cabin in Finger-Weave.
752 Picture of a Spinning-Wheel " "
753 Imitation Monk's Belt Runner.
754 Swedish Flossa Rug Stitch. ($.15)
755 Navaho Rug Weaving. ($.15)
756 Italian Laid-In Weaving.

Note: $.15 leaflets contain two or three pages, forming little booklets.

All Leaflets are Copyrighted.

FOUR-HARNESS WEAVES: SMALL MOTIFS FOR UPHOLSTERY, RUNNERS, TOWELS, DOILIES.

On a loom threaded up with a small four-harness weave, one may weave either an all-over solid pattern repeat, suitable for upholstery, draperies and other household items; or interpret the pattern in small border repeats for towels, runners or doilies.

800 Modernistic Border in Luncheon Set.
801 Honeysuckle Towel Dimensions with Attractive Border.
802 Two Warps Practical for Many Uses: Butternut and Sweet Briar Beauty.
803 Upholstery Pattern for Covering Furniture. Pillow to Match.
804 Making a Lampshade of Handwoven Material.
805 Adjustable Handwoven Pillow.
806 Making a Handwoven Tea-Apron.
807 A "Tea-for-Two" Luncheon Set.
808 Mercerized Suiting for the Apparel. An Attractive Texture Pattern.
809 A Page of Four Small Patterns. ($.15)
810 The Bronson Weave, an Openwork Weave. Plan for Cloth and Napkins.
811 Design for Dainty Refreshment Set.
812 Draperies and Sun Curtains Woven on the Same Pattern Set-Up.
813 A Summer Hat from An All-Over Design. Openwork Effect.
814 A Page of Twill Patterns
815 Two Patterns That Form Columns of Design.
816 Making a Hand-woven Collar.
817 Small Diamond Pattern for Bathmats, Upholstery, Draperies.
818 Dog Tracks, for Borders or All-Over.
819 Russian Twill for Linens.
820 The Flower of Cromaine, (Upholstery)
821 Baby Blanket in Narrow Panels.
822 The Cleveland Web for Runners, etc.
823 Intermittent Weaving, Tabby Spacing.
824 Wide Monk's Belt Border, (Curtains)
825 Colonial Log Cabin, Alternate Blocks.
826 Estrellita, Little Star, a Small All-Over Pattern for House Fabrics.
FOUR-HARNES PATTERN WEAVES. LARGE 

MOTIFS FOR RUGS, COUCH THROWS, BEDSPREADS.

The larger four-harness patterns give much satisfaction to the weaver in seeing the interesting motifs unfold in pleasing design. Fabrics made of these charming all-over patterns become more and more valuable to the owner.

900 Block-work Pattern For Rugs, Runners, Pillows, Wall Panels.
901 Large Diamond Pattern for a Rug.
902 The Big Diamond, a Pattern in Large Squares with Crosses Between.
903 The Whig Rose Pattern for Bedspreads, Pillows, Runners. 3-panned Spread.
904 Sumner and Winter Weave for Rugs, Bedspreads, Couch Throws.
905 The Lover's Knot, a Beautiful Bedspread Pattern, a Wheel Design.
906 Pond Lily Pattern for Rugs, Spreads.
907 Conventional Upholstery Pattern Woven in Two Colors.
908 A Bedroom with Decorative Scheme in Chariot Wheel Pattern.
909 The Orange Peel, A Small Circular Pattern for Curtains, Pillows, Throws.
910 Star of Bethlehem, a Bedspread Pattern with Holiday Associations.
911 Indian Saddle Blanket Weave, How the Indian Uses Color for Blankets.
912 Crackle Weave for Couch Cushions.
913 Variations for Indian Saddle-Blanket Weaves.
914 Three-Harness Weave for Color Designs, Variations. $.15.
916 Double Bow-Knot, a Pattern of Curving Motifs, one Motif Excellent for Small Objects, Repeated Pattern for Spreads.
917 The Honeycomb Technique—A Purse. A Type of Weaving with Design in Relief.
1700 Honeycomb Weave for a 3-panelled Spread.

COARSE MESH WEAVES FOR SUMMER PORCH WEAR, MADE OF HEAVY WEAVING MATERIALS.

1100 Raffia Mats for Outdoor Tables. Chances for Color Effects, Stripes, etc.
1101 Raffia Mats, Bags, Pillows, etc. on a Bright Colored Warp for Fringing.

WEARING APPAREL, WOOLS, TEXTURED EFFECTS

1200 Handwoven Plaid Jacket Woven All In One Piece.
1201 Herringbone Pattern for Suit Weaves.

WEARING APPAREL OF LINEN AND COTTON.

1300 Wrist-Watch Bands, Narrow Bands of Diamond Design of cotton or linen.

MISCELLANEOUS IDEAS AND DIRECTIONS

These weaving leaflets include ideas for handwoven gifts, poems on weaving, ways in which to improve communities with craft work.

950 Poem: "From Day To Day", The Tapestry Weavers.
951 Poem: The Neglected Pattern. ($.05)
952 A Page of Gifts from Woven Materials.
953 Diagrams of Living Room and Bedroom, with open spaces to fill in with ideas for color schemes in crayon.
954 Directions and Diagrams For Making Neckties. ($.15)

Any 12 leaflets of the same kind—$.25.

BASKETRY LEAFLETS

The interlacing of fibers in basketry makes household containers, precedes the art of weaving. One may add interest to courses by using these basketry directions.

1000 Gifts from Braids of Raffia.
1001 Girl's Work Basket of Reed.
1002 A Unique Garden Refreshment Tray.
1003 How To Make a Raffia Sandal.
1004 Oval Soap Basket For Camp.
1005 Hanging Flower Basket, Raffia & Beads.
1006 A Cuff Button Tray For Father.